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Abstract. Electroencephalography (EEG) associated with motor task have been comprehensively 
investigated and it can also describe the brain activities while spinal cord injury (SCI) patient with 
para/tetraplegia performing movement with their limbs. This paper reviews on conducted research regarding 
application of brain computer interface (BCI) that offer alternative for neural impairments community such 
as spinal cord injury patient (SCI) which include the experimental design, signal analysis of EEG band 
signal and data processing methods.  The findings claim that the EEG signals of SCI patients associated 
with movement tasks can be stimulated through mental and motor task. Other than that EEG signal 
component such as alpha and beta frequency bands indicate significance for analysing the brain activity of 
subjects with SCI during movements. 
1 Introduction  
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is an incapacitating disorder that 
affects physical and psychological health which lead to 
loss of motor and sensory function [1], increased risk of 
depression, on-going pain syndromes, profound lifestyle 
change, drug dependence as well as increased hospital 
admissions and decreased general health [2,3]. SCI may 
be caused either by trauma or disease and consequences 
of the SCI may drive the patient to be discriminated, 
isolated and restricted from normal daily life activity due 
to the motor and sensory disabilities. 
Despite the limitation of independency, there are 
number of modalities which can offer the SCI population 
an assessment tool and a significance level of recovery 
through invasive or non-invasive method. For instance 
stem cells method, engineering approach and brain 
computer interface (BCI) approach. Among these 3 
approaches BCI offer more applicable choice due to its 
reliability and promising results. This is because the 
stem cells method restrains by financial issue [4] and 
lack of independent validations results of the various 
stem cell treatments [5]. Apart from that engineering 
approach induced modest behavioral which need further 
investigation. 
BCI applies electroencephalography (EEG) signal to 
communicate with augmentative and assistive devices 
which offer an alternative to those who suffered from 
motor and sensory disabilities due to the SCI.  BCI cover 
various type of application and one of it is derivation 
information from EEG signal regarding performing 
motor task and imaginary performing motor task [6]. In 
order to derive this information, it is essential to improve 
the EEG signal processing techniques and selection of 
features. By achieving this, the speed and accuracy of 
communication of the interface devices can be improved 
[7] and the training time of using it can be reduced.  
 
 
 
2 Experimental Design  
In recent years, there have been advances in a numbers 
of research investigating and developing successful BCI 
endeavors to improve the speed and accuracy of 
communication of these interfaces. In order to achieve 
this goal, multidimensional approaches and modalities 
have been implemented involving mental task [6], [8], 
[9] and various motor tasks utilising finger [10]-[14], 
hand [15]-[17],[19], foot [16], [18], [19], and tongue 
movement [19]. 
 Craig and Nguyen [8] design four different mental 
tasks for patients with chronic SCI. The mental tasks 
which were chosen to evoke changes in brain activity 
were intended to generally give results which tended to 
favor one hemisphere over the other, as the intention of 
the research is to use the differences in EEG over the 
two hemispheres to help with the classification. The 
results established that the stop-start classifier has 
achieved a total accuracy of 94%, while the left-right 
classifier has achieved approximately 77.5% accuracy. 
 Studies carried by Erbil & Ungan [14], investigate 
whether the suppression that is known to occur during 
the onset of a single movement would persist or 
otherwise habituate when the movement is continuously 
repeated for a long period of time. They designed 
experimental protocol which required subjects to 
perform repetitive simultaneous extension-flexion of the 
fingers II-V in one hand, continuously for a period of at 
least 30 s with interval of rest of 30 s. The finding 
demonstrated that the sustained and continuous 
movements are conducted through quite different 
processes and modulation of the beta amplitude, rather 
than the changes in alpha amplitude, appeared to be 
more closely correlated with the execution of a 
continuous movement. 
 Apart from that Boi et al [17], conduct a research 
exploring the effectiveness combinations of 
computational methods for prediction of movement 
intention preceding the production of self-paced right 
and left hand movements. They designed a protocol 
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 which require subjects to perform self-paced movements 
consisting of three key strokes with either hand. The 
results indicated that the discrimination accuracy was as 
high as 75% by utilizing one of the better combinations 
of independent component analysis (ICA), power 
spectral density estimation (PSD) and support vector 
machine (SVM). Results also claimed that beta band 
EEG activity of the channels over right sensorimotor 
cortex was most appropriate for discrimination of right 
and left hand movement intention. 
 On the other hand, Morash et al [18], investigating 
on neural signals preceding  4 movement (right hand, left 
hand, tongue, and right foot movements) and motor 
imagery in order to predict the occurrence of the four 
movements/motor imageries. They adapt an 
experimental protocol that require subjects to perform or 
kinaesthetically imagine four movements which 
instructed with a specific stimulus and performed at a 
second stimulus. The obtained results indicate that 
accuracy of movement/imagery preparation 
classification varied between subjects. It also include 
that high accuracies were associated with classifications 
relied heavily on the ERD/ERS in order to discriminate 
movement/imagery planning. 
 
3 Signal Analysis of EEG Band Signal  
EEG or brainwaves are electrical signals produced by 
excitatory and inhibitory potentials of neurons (electrical 
activity of an alternating type) recorded from the scalp 
surface after being picked up by metal electrodes and 
conductive media [20].  
 Normally EEG activity can be characterised as being 
within five distinct frequency bands, for instance delta/į 
(0.1  3 Hz), theta/ș (4  7 Hz), alpha/Į (8  13 Hz), 
beta/ȕ (14  29 Hz) and Gamma/ࡱ (30  40 Hz) [21]. 
Numbers of study on BCI have been using one or a 
combination of these frequency bands in order to access 
variety of brain signal component such as visual evoked 
potentials [22], [23], slow cortical potentials [24], [25], 
P300 evoked potentials [26], [27], mu and beta rhythms 
[28],[29] and cortical neuronal action potentials [30]. 
 Antonio Castro et al [31], extract the movement-
related brain potentials (MRBPs) consisting of the 
readiness potential, pre-motion positivity, motor 
potential and reafferent potential in order to reflect brain 
electrical activity associated with processes of movement 
preparation and movement execution.  
 On the hand, Boord et al [32], compared brain wave 
activity (frontal, central, parietal, occipital and temporal 
regions) between the able-bodied and SCI subjects 
utilizing the 813Hz magnitude, peak amplitude and 
frequency of 813Hz levels. Reporting in his other work 
[33] regarding comparing the peak frequency (ș-Į band) 
and power (į, ș, Į and ȕ bands) between able-bodied, 
no-pain, and pain groups; peak ș-Į band frequency 
(PTAF) was calculated as the frequency of peak power 
between 4 and 13Hz. 
 Apart from that Yong woong et al [34], examining 
mu and beta event-related desynchronization/ 
synchronization (ERD/ERS) during motor imagery tasks 
with varying movement duration and the potential 
impacts of movement duration on ERD/ERS patterns. 
This study measured ERD/ERS through mu (8-13 Hz) 
and beta bands (14-30 Hz). The ERD/ERS was 
quantified following standard calculation of Pfurtscheller 
and Aranibar [35]. 
 According to Jean-Michel Guerits article [36], on 
the main principles and indications of EEG and evoked 
potential (EP) neuromonitoring in the operating room; 
which claim that neuromonitoring in the operation room 
can assess the depth of anesthesia and prevent ischemic 
brain or spinal cord damage, mechanical injuries of the 
brain. At the same time it also may help anesthesiologist 
to control the level of sedation and aid surgeons to 
prevent neurological complication when they are 
performing an operation. 
 In Heba and Conway [37] studies, motion related 
potentials (MRPs) were recorded from the motor cortex 
area in the left hemisphere of brain through channel C3. 
MRPs were analyzed from Į (8  12 Hz), ȕ (18  24 
Hz) and ࡱ (28  37 Hz) bands and the results from this 
study indicate that the different direction of recorded 
EEG signals of wrist movement can be discriminated 
using Euclidean distance classifier. 
 
4 Data Processing Methods 
Recorded EEG data are always being contaminated by 
artifacts, interfering noises due to the electronic 
amplifier, power line interference and external 
interference plus the skull which acts as a spatial low-
pass band filter that eliminates much of the information 
generated intracortically [38]. Thus in order to build BCI 
that apply real time EEG signal as medium to 
communicate/ control augmentative , it is essential to 
improve the EEG signal processing techniques (pre-
processing, features extracting and features classifying).  
 Pre-processing procedure is carried out as for 
removing the unwanted signal and noise by using spatio-
spectro-temporal filters. These filters can be simple 
frequency filters (low pass filter, band pass filter), 
independent component analysis (ICA) and common 
spatial pattern. For instance Heba and Conway [37] used 
low pass filter at 50 Hz for removing eye blink and 
movement artifacts. As for same purpose for pre-
processing process, Yongwoong et al [34] also have 
implemented band pass filtered at 8-30Hz and Boord et 
al [32] adopt ICA for removing eye blink and saccade 
artifacts. 
 Features extraction involves simplifying the amount 
of resources required to describe a large set of data 
accurately. In BCI endeavors, feature extraction 
taxonomy can be grouped broadly as time domain, 
frequency domain and time-frequency domain. Heba and 
Conway [37] use continuous wavelet transform (CWT) 
for extracting spatio-temporal characteristic of EEG 
during movement transition and movement planning. 
Navarro `et al [38] extract features mainly on time based 
feature which include 50ms window averages of 
rectified EEG amplitude, dominant frequency, time-
domain variance over 2s response and total power over 
2s response (using Welchs method) in order to classify 
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 wrist movement (flexion, extension, pronation, 
supination). In the other study by Antonio Castro [40] 
which focus in analysing the relationships between 
movement preparation and movement execution, the 
amplitude of each one of the MRBPs were measured as 
the dependent variable. 
 Features classifying is a process to assign 
automatically a class (mental task performed by BCI 
user) to the feature vector which previously extracted 
using algorithm known as classifiers. In BCI field most 
of the classifiers belongs to linear classifier, neural 
network, nearest neighbour and classifier combination. 
Craig and Nguyen [8] have implemented neural network 
classifier and suggested the inclusion of adaptive 
training of the classifier. In their work the classifier was 
able to generalize the result from subjects (5) and learn 
to recognize them with an overall success rate of 82.4%. 
In the other study by Heba and Conway [38], 
classification of the extracted features vector was done 
by measuring Euclidean distance between the test 
sample and the representation vector. The 
classifications results are promising and prove that the 
suitability of the technique for the application. 
 
5 Conclusion 
This paper specifies the major role played by EEG as 
essential medium in BCI endeavors which offer 
alternative way of communicating and interacting with 
outside environment among the impairments community 
population. The promising and convincing results from 
the recent research demonstrate that, in the future BCI 
will be the main option for non-invasive method for 
controlling neuroprosthesis in neural impairments 
community such as SCI. Future works will focus more 
on investigating and discovering the effective modalities 
which can stimulate the organization of brain functional 
networks activated in presence of motor impairment and 
enhance the processing techniques on manipulating  
neural activity which can be volitionally modulated to 
sub serve training control strategy. 
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